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Abstract—The need for computing power drastically increases and one solution is to use MPSoC. These MPSoCs
become complex with the increase of the number of cores.
Thus, designers use simulators to explore the whole platform
parameters in order to define the best architecture. These simulators must be fast and accurate whatever is the architecture
complexity. This paper introduces a new approximate-timed
TLM approach to provide a speed up of at least x100 on the
simulation time in comparison with a timed TLM approach.
This new communication method allows fast and accurate
hardware parameter exploration of MPSoC with a standard
SystemC protocol. The lack of accuracy in networks-on-chip
can affect the execution order, but the opposite slows down
simulation and cannot support MPSoC exploration. For this
reason, this paper focuses on networks-on-chip to demonstrate
the benefits of our approximate-timed TLM approach.
Keywords-MPSoC exploration, TLM, communication modeling

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, designing embedded products is difficult because of the diversity and the complexity of applications.
More computing power is needed to execute these applications. One solution, widely used to provide more computing
power, consists of designing multiprocessor system on chips
(MPSoC) [1]. In this context, according to ITRS [2], a
32% year increase in the number of cores will be necessary
to keep up with the applications’ needs. This growth has
an important impact on MPSoC design and in particular
on resource sizing. In spite of the very large number of
hardware parameters, we need to set the optional number of
cores, memories, and other hardware parameters according
to transistor efficiency. Indeed, in order to make accurate
decisions, we need multiple simulation iterations with sufficient hardware information. In the same time, the lack of
accuracy can become a problem for MPSoC exploration.
For instance, the network accuracy level can change the
arrival order of messages between processors and affects the
MPSoC execution [3]. Therefore, fast and accurate hardware
simulators become crucial to explore all these parameters.
So the problem is to obtain a hardware simulator that offers
a good compromise between simulation speed and accuracy.
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This paper describes a new MPSoC modeling method that
can offer fast and accurate results for many-core exploration.
This simulator can also easily take part in a MPSoC design
flow in using standard communication protocols. Communications are described at a transactional level with accurate
timing information. This method offers a good trade off
between simulation speed and timing accuracy for hardware
exploration. Thus, this paper especially focuses on networkson-chip to demonstrate the benefits of our approximatetimed TLM approach.
This paper is organized as follows. First of all, section II
lists the different simulation steps before designing integrated circuits. Then, section III covers related works on
high level simulation, whereas section IV focuses on the
differences between the timed and the approximate-timed
transactional level modeling (TLM). Section V describes
our simulation platform that implements our approach. Section VI details the implementation of our method on networks. Section VII demonstrates the benefits of our solution
and presents some network exploration possibilities. Finally,
section VIII concludes this paper on the relevance of this
modeling technique for architecture exploration.
II. MPS O C M ODELING
Simulating a whole MPSoC platform is difficult in terms
of speed and accuracy. Different abstraction levels and
description languages are used for simulation [4], [5]. Figure
1 presents different abstraction levels, which enable the
validation of the architecture at different steps of the design
flow. Simulation speed estimations are extracted from [5]
and expressed in Million of Instructions Simulated Per
Second (MISPS).
The highest modeling level is the application view, which
is a functional level. This level enables the development
of applications without taking into account the MPSoC
platform architecture. At this level, hardware and software
are not partitioned. It validates the application parallelization
and helps refining the control services like memory allocation or task scheduling. It provides a functional accuracy
and can reach a simulation speed over 150 MISPS.

Figure 1. Abstraction level for complex systems modeling (MISPS:

Million Instruction Simulated Per Second).

The next modeling level is the program view. It is a
refined functional level where hardware and software parts
are partitioned. At this level, MPSoC architecture is specified and a profiling of applications can be carried out to
choose between hardware or software implementation for
all their functionalities. This first hardware description leads
to choose an abstracted communication model based on
transactions [6], [7]. Because this abstraction level includes
hardware details, it slows down simulation speed to around
50 MISPS.
Then, the exploration level contains approximate-timed
and timed TLM. At this level, timings are added to refine the
MPSoC platform. This new feature brings hardware behavior
to the simulator and enables highlighting for instance communication bottlenecks that are essential to correctly size the
architecture. In the literature [8], the usually used approach
is to time TLM communications and the different parts of
the architecture. This level offers details for approximated
or cycle accurate level. Adding timings to the hardware
description decreases simulation speed at around 5 MISPS
or 50 KISPS for approximated-cycle and cycle accuracy.
The last level before the silicon implementation is RTL
(Register Transaction Level). In this case, hardware blocks
of the architecture are described with a Hardware Description Language (HDL). The interface between hardware and
software is finely defined. Because this level provides a cycle
and bit accuracy, it is the slowest (around 50 KISPS).
For MPSoC sizing, the exploration level is the best choice.
The next section presents some related works on high level
simulation.
III. R ELATED W ORKS
The MPSoC exploration problem is not new and many
related works have been done. There is three kinds of high
level exploration simulators. The first one explores the entire
MPSoC like RSIM [9], SESC [10] or ReSP [11]. These
simulators allow highlevel simulations that are accelerated
by a simple interconnection estimation. They mainly focus

on processor simulation. For example RSIM is an executiondriven simulator and models state-of-the-art ILP processors.
It proposes many option around processor configuration and
a set of multiprocessors. But only a wormhole mesh is
implemented.
The second kind of simulators focuses only on networkon-chip exploration. Noxim [12], Sicosys [13] or gpNoCsim [14] are some examples. They offer accurate results
on NoC exploration but they only use traffic generators to
inject packets. For instance, Noxim implements a detailled
mesh network. It connects routers to build the network
and use traffic generators. This simulator allows a large
choice of routing techniques, traffic generation strategies and
other parameters. It gives cycle accurate results on paket
latency and other information like the estimation of power
consumption. But it can not execute real application and
does not offer the possibility to easily add instruction-setsimulators.
The last one consists in proposing a complete solution.
Some simulator, such as ASIM [15], provides a unique
solution, but only implements a unique interconnection
network. Others combine the two first approaches, such as
Sicosys+RSIM or GEMS+GARNET [16]. They offer an
interface between these two simulators and can perform
the simulation of the entire platform with communication
accuracy. But they don’t allow co-design and successive
refinement like explained in section II. The SystemC [17]
and its TLM library [18] are commonly used by designers to
describe hardware components and an exploration platform
in this language can take part in their design flow. Indeed,
such a MPSoC platform would enable the co-design with
synthesized hardware elements. So the problem of these
simulators remains in their interfaces that do not offer the
possibility to easily connect SystemC components.
Our approach aims to allow MPSoC exploration at the
TLM level with fast and cycle accurate simulation, that can
take part in the MPSoC design flow. Therefore, we decided
to use the SystemC library with the TLM standard library.
However, taking into account the MPSoC complexity and
according to the section II, the basic timed TLM approach is
not fast enough. As we will see in the following section, only
the approximate-timed TLM approach offers an adequate
trade-off between simulation speed and timing accuracy to
tackle the sizing problem of MPSoC.
IV. TLM AND TIMING
Approximate-timed TLM and timed TLM are respectively
based on event-driven and time-driven techniques [19] which
are sketched on figure 2. It’s important to mention that TLM
standard library can only be used in SystemC threads and not
methods. The time-driven approach (Fig.2 a) uses a global
clock that synchronizes the whole platform. In this approach,
each communication and thread is synchronized by the
clock. Each time a thread is woken up by a clock event, a

Two approaches for TLM abstraction level. (a).Timed
TLM or time-driven (b).Approximate-timed TLM or event-driven
Figure 2.

context switch occurs to process the thread computation. In
each clock steps, every thread in the simulator starts. But,
the simulation speed of SystemC depends on the number
of woken-up threads and context switches [20]. Therefore,
the timed TLM approach leads to a huge simulation time
overhead due to useless thread awakening.
On the contrary, the event-driven approach (Fig.2 b)
wakes up only the usefull part of the platform when an
event occurs. Besides, each element estimates the time spent
for its processing. Depending on these estimations, this
method limits the number of threads wakening and gives
a better trade-off between speed and accuracy than the
time-driven approach. Indeed, according to Figure 1, if we
consider a platform composed of 100 1 GIPS processors,
a timed TLM simulation of 1 second of application needs
5.5 hours, against 3.3 minutes with an approximate-timed
TLM approach.
In addition, with approximate-timed TLM simulation,
time can be explicit or implicit in the TLM interface. Implicit
time integrates the wait function in the TLM interface. So,
according to OSCI (Open SystemC Initiative) [18], it obtains
a better simulation speed. But, implicit time method looses
the information of the exact moment when a message leaves
or returns from each part of the platform. However, this
moment is important to correctly estimate the time spent by
other communications. For example, the time penalty due to
memory arbitration is estimated with the last message end
time. Therefore, if we do not know when the last message
leaves, it is hard to correctly estimate the communication
length. To the contrary, explicit time implements the wait
function in the SystemC module description. Thus this
module has a better time notion and can approache or
enable cycle accuracy to simulate communication. For these
reasons, our method use explicit time event-driven TLM
communications whereas OSCI uses implicit time eventdriven TLM communications. Our approach allowes a better
time handling. The next section describes a MPSoC modeling platform example that implements this TLM approach.
V. P LATFORM DESCRIPTION
Our approximate-timed TLM approach can be used in
many simulators to decrease simulation time. This section
describes a instance of a MPSoC simulator. Our simulation

platform is based on the SystemC language. It is composed
of initiators that are instruction set simulators (ISS), a network and memories. These ISS are generated by the ArchC
tool [21], which is an architectural description language that
generates functional or cycle-accurate ISS. Moreover, they
are based on the SystemC language and use TLM interfaces.
Communications are implemented with the TLM library.
Our simulator adapts TLM 2.0, to apply explicit time, by
using a custom couple request/response and implements
our communication approach discussed in section IV. Each
request has also a pointer on a statistics structure, which is
used to collect timings and information on the message path,
and each response has a variable to specify the spent time
added during the communication.
In this paper, we are focusing on the network part of the
MPSoC platform, to check its accuracy and its performance.
To increase the amont of benchmarks and the simulation
durations, we have implemented traffic generators rather
than ISS. In fact, this allows to test our platform with
huge data volume transfers. Nonetheless, we keep all the
platform structure and communication protocols, such that
traffic generators can be easily removed by instruction set
simulators.
These communications are created by traffic generators.
They are composed of two SystemC threads. The first one
generates requests and the second send requests. Traffic
generators generate request’s destination addresses with different distributions. Uniform distribution and normal distribution are available. For the normal distribution, two parameters change the mean and the variance of the distribution.
A uniform distribution drives the inter-request intervals. It is
also possible to choose the size of the payload in a request
which will call the size of the request later. These requests
are stacked in a FIFO memory by the first SystemC thread
with a time information. This time information will use to
calculate the global latency. The sending thread read this
FIFO and send the request. When a response come back,
the latency is calculated and stored in a extern file.
Messages are sent to memory modules. These modules
stack pending request in a FIFO memory, before they
resolve the request. To return the response, memory modules
perform the requests’ demand and calculate the penalty time
which correspond of the time spent in them. A memory
module has different parameters like latency and the width
of the data bus. Communications cross the network before
their arrival to the target. Many networks can be implemented [22]. To offer a first view of possibilies, a mesh, a
torus, a multibus, a multistage and a ring are implemented.
They are virtual and the implementation details are describe
in the next section. To explore, networks have to be parametered. Two parameters are in common for all network
which are the latency and the width of the link. The latency
characterises the time between two routers plus the time to
cross one. All requests are considered like a packet except

VI. A PPROXIMATE -T IMED T RANSACTIONAL L EVEL
M ODELING FOR N ETWORKS ON C HIP

This section presents the implementation of our modeling technique in our MPSoC framework. It describes the
implementation of fast and accurate networks models.

Figure 3. (a) Multibus description. (b) Single part of a mesh or torus
network. (c) Multistage description. (d) Part of a ring network.

for multibus where is considered like a burst access. Each
network already implemented have different features which
are detailled just bellow.
The multibus is implemented as shown on figure 3-a. In
this network, an initiator drives a unique bus. The network
own several buses which are share or not. So changing the
number of buses into modifies the bandwith. It is possible
to consider only one initiator per buse. In that case, the
multibus is considered as a fully connected interconnect.
Later in the paper, the word multibus is used for a fully
connected network (initiators are still not connected between
them.
The mesh and the torus have the same configuration. One
initiator and one target are linked with a router as shown
on the figure 3-b. The number of columns and rows of the
router matrix can be changed. A XY routing is implemented
but our method can be applied with other routing techniques.
They use a wormhole technique to transfer packets without
virtual channels.
The multistage is a indirect full connected network (Fig.3c). it is divided into different stages which are composed
of 4-input-output routers. These routers are linked with a
butterfly topology. It uses also a wormhole technique to
transfer packets without virtual channels. The multistage is
used in a specific way, all initiators are in one side and all
targets are on the other side. This arrangement simplify the
use of this network.
Figure 3-d presents a part of a ring network. In it, one
target and one initiator are bounded to a router. A message
has to cross each router when it goes through a ring. Each
initior can connect only one ring. The number of rings
will inflence the bandwith. Each ring is bi-directionnal. In
the same way, it uses a wormhole technique to transfer
packets without virtual channels. The next section details
the mechanism inside the network.

In this platform, communications are sent from initiators
to targets. These targets are identified by an address. Each
communication comprises a request/response couple that
represents the packet. Each studied network uses a mechanism that comprises a request list and an address space
list. The request list references all the requests running in
the network until they finish their waiting time, and all the
requests waiting to cross the network. This list is used to
send events that can wake up the main network thread.
The address space list is filled in, before the start of the
simulation, with each address space of each network output.
This list is read when the network has to choose which
output corresponds to a particular request address.
The difference between implemented networks remains
on the path decision and the contention calculation, which
provides information on packet collisions. When a request
is sent, the network begins with the path calculation. Depending on the routing type, the network builds a list of
virtual routers and links. The time used by a request to enter
and exit the router is associated with itself in the list. The
network also calculates all contentions with other requests
already in the network. The contention calculation is based
on the comparison between the path and the timing of the
new request and other requests. When a contention occurs,
the new request updates its timming list with a penalty. This
penalty is calculated with the latency of the network, the
request size and the topology diversity. For example, if two
requests are routed on two different buses in a ring network,
they will cross the same router without an added contention.
The network behavior can be described as follows. First
of all, a request is sent to the network and is stored in a
list of pending requests. If it is the first one in the list,
it sets off an event and wakes up the main thread of the
network. This thread processes pending requests, calculates
the path taken by the request in the network and computes
a penalty in case of contention. Then, the request is sent
to the destination. When the response comes back, a wait
function is launched with the computed communication
time as argument. Finally, the response is sent back to the
initiator. In the response, the initiator has some information
like the number of crossed routers or the time spent in the
different modules of the MPSoC platform.
In spite of the complexity of the contention calculation
function, We will see in the following section that our
approach accelerates the simulation time without decreasing
the accuracy compared with timed TLM approaches.

VII. R ESULTS AND VALIDATIONS
This section presents the validation of our approximatetimed TLM approach. Analysis potential of this framework
network architecture exploration is also discussed.
To evaluate the benefits of approximate-timed TLM versus
timed TLM approaches, we have implemented two identical
platforms with a multibus. One of them uses timed TLM and
the other approximate-timed TLM. We measured simulation
time for the same random test. These two impementations
obtain the same results in simulation. Figure 4-a and Figure 4-b summarizes the results. We observe at first that the
number of memories (thus the number of threads) has a
strong impact on simulation time in the case of timed TLM.
Conversely, the approximate-timed TLM performances are
only impacted by the amout of concurely messages in the
network (and thus the amount of traffic generators). The
speedup ratio reaches x100 when the simulation contains
200 memories and continues to increase with the number of
memories.
To validate of the accuracy of our approach, some comparisons have been done with the cycle accurate Noxim simulator [12] that is an accurate simulator.For both experiments
random traffics on a 4x4 mesh with XY routing using a
wormhole technique are used. The latency in our approach
corresponds to the clock in the Noxim simulator. All the
figures below have been drawn, for 20 simulations and a
minimun of 5000 requests for each with 1000 requests of
warmup. The simulation time depends of the packet injection
rate. All unfinished requests are not recorded and not taken
into account in the calculation. The average is made with
all traffic generator results. In our context, we are looking
for limited latency for communications. So in our case, the
interest and MPSoC working area is before this saturation.
Figure 5 shows that our approach obtains an error inferior
to 9% until the network overloads. After this saturation,
our approach has more pessimistic results than the Noxim
simulator but we are not interested in this part.
All the results presented on figure 6 are here to show the
possibilities of this simulation platform. Networks, described
in section V, have been implemented in this platform and
figure 6-a shows their average latency, between the creation
of a request and the reception of its corresponding response,
in function of the network load. These requests have a fixed
size. The platform is composed of 64 traffic generators and
64 memrories. Each network has a different router latency
depending on the network. The mesh and the ring are set
in 8x8 router configuration. The ring has 8 bi-directionnal
bus and the multibus is implemented as a full connected
multibus. Traffic generators use a uniform distribution to
choose the destination. The figure 6-a detailes network
performances that corresponds with the network load that
each network can handle before overloading. The multibus
is realy better in this situation but the memory latency is not

(a)

(b)

(a) Overall execution time with timed and approximatetimed TLM. (tg: traffic generator) (b) Normalized simulation time
by the number of memories
Figure 4.

tacking into account.
Behind the network, memories can strangle the performance so the figure 6-b presents the same result taking into
account the memory latency. With a memory latency of 2
cycles, the performance decreases by 17% for the multibus
and only by 8% for the torus. The performance decreases
depends on the percentage of the memory latency versus
network latency.
The programming model have an impact on the request
destination. Indeed, for a static dataflow programming, destinations will be located. On the contrary, in an instance of
dynamic programming model, the arrangement of data and
programs is determined on line. So, in this case, requests’
destinations are depended on memory allocation algorithme.
To handle this, traffic generators can generate requests of
a normal distribution with two parameters (mean and vari-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a) Average latency of mesh, torus, multistage, ring and multibus with uniform distribution of addresses. (b) Average latency
of mesh, torus, multistage, ring and multibus with uniform distribution of addresses with memory latency. (c) Average latency of mesh,
torus, multistage, ring and multibus with normal distribution of addresses and 97% of locality. (d) Average latency of torus with different
locality pourcentage. (e) Average latency of multistage with different network size. (f) Average latency of ring with different number of
bi-directionnal buses. (tg: traffic generator)

Figure 6.

ance). For a better understanding, the variance is translate
in percentage of locality. Figure 6-c shows the difference
between networks when a normal distribution is applied

with a mean equal to the traffic generator number and a
locality of 97%. Depending on their topology, networks
don’t react in the same way. Thus, multibus and multistage

of our platform. We have highlighted somes features that
can be analyzed from a particular network implementation.
It demonstrates the capacity of our simulator to explore
architectures with a good compromise between speed and
accuracy. This framework is actually in used to explore MPSoC design space within the context of dynamic embedded
systems.
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